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Rock n Roll Playlist, 1947-1970
Here is a basic playlist of songs from the pre-Rock n Roll, Rock n Roll and post Rock n Roll eras. This is meant as a REFERENCE for your
music interests. YouTube.com is a great source for listening to these tunes.
A rationale CONNECTING MANY OF THESE SONGS can be found in an article not included in the course reader, which students may
download at:
http://hotfile.com/dl/124033765/ff227e6/Stilwell_Robyn._Music_of_the_youth_revolution._Rock_through_the_1960s_(Cambridge_History_of_20t
h_cent._music).pdf.html -- (Genre indication is often vague and debatable, as we will discuss during the mini-module)

Year

Artist

1947 Arthur Crudup

Title

Label/Number

That's alright mama
OKeh 6840

Billboard yearly
ranking

Genre

not ranked

R&B

1951 Johnnie Ray

Cry

1

Rock

1951 Howlin' Wolf

Moanin' at Midnight

not ranked

R&B

1951 Haley, Bill, and the Saddlemen

Rocket 88

not ranked

RnR

1952 Big Mama Thornton

Hound Dog

Peacock Records

not ranked

R&B

1953 Orioles

Crying in the Chapel

Jubilee 5122

80

doo-wop

1953 Bill Haley

Crazy, Man, Crazy

Essex 321

87

Rock

1954 Crew-Cuts, The

Sh-Boom

Mercury 70404

2

Rock

1954 Chords

Sh-Boom

Cat 104

29

motown

1954 Bill Haley & His Comets

Shake, Rattle, and Roll

Decca 29204

41

Rock

1954 Joe Turner

Shake, Rattle, and Roll

Atlantic 1026

186

R&B

1955 Bill Haley and His Comets

(We're Gonna) Rock Around The Clock

Decca 29124

3

Rock

1955 Fats Domino

Ain't It A Shame

Imperial 5348 A

75

Rock

1955 Elvis Presley

Blue Moon of Kentucky

Sun

not ranked

RnR

1955 Elvis Presley

Baby, Let's Play House

Sun

not ranked

RnR

1955 Elvis Presley

That's alright mama

not ranked

RnR

1956 Elvis Presley

Hound Dog

RCA Victor 47-6604

2

Rock

1956 Platters, The

The Great Pretender

Mercury 70753

15

doo-wop

1956 Little Richard

Long Tall Sally

Specialty 572 A

47

Rock

1957 Everly Brothers, The

Wake Up Little Susie

Cadence 1337

9

Rock

1958 Jerry Lee Lewis

Great Balls Of Fire

Sun 281

24

Rock

1958 Little Richard

Good Golly, Miss Molly

Specialty 624

100

Rock

1958 Sam Cooke

I'll Come Running Back To You

Specialty 619

146

R&B

1959 Platters, The

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes

Mercury 71383

8

doo-wop

1959 Sam Cooke

Everybody Likes To Cha Cha Cha

Keen 3-2018

204

R&B

1960 Mark Dinning

Teen Angel

9

Rock

1960 Ray Charles

Georgia On My Mind

MGM 12845
ABC-Paramount 4510135

19

Rock

1960 Sam Cooke

Chain Gang

RCA Victor 47-7783

23

R&B

1961 Del Shannon

Runaway

3

Rock

1961 Ray Charles

Hit The Road Jack

Bigtop 45-3067
ABC-Paramount 4510244

14

Rock

1961 Shirelles, The

Will You Love Me Tomorrow?

Scepter 1211

16

R&B

1961 Marvelettes, The

Please Mr. Postman

Tamla 54046

18

soul (motown)

1961 Ben E. King

Stand By Me

44

Rock

1962 Ray Charles

I Can't Stop Loving You

Atco 45-6194
ABC-Paramount 4510330

1

Rock

1962 Chubby Checker

The Twist

Parkway 811

10

twist

1962 Dee Dee Sharp

Mashed Potato Time

Cameo 212

23

Rock

1962 Orlons, The

The Wah-Watusi

Cameo 218

25

Rock

1962 Everly Brothers, The

Crying In The Rain

Warner Bros. 5250

63

Rock
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1962 Beach Boys, The

Surfin' Safari

Capitol 4777

131

Rock

1963 Chiffons, The

He's So Fine

Laurie 3152

2

Rock

1963 Peter, Paul & Mary

Blowin' In The Wind

Warner Bros. 5368

27

Folk

1963 Four Seasons, The

Candy Girl

Vee-Jay 539

43

Rock

1963 Martha & the Vandellas

Heat Wave

Gordy 7022

50

soul (motown)

1963 Drifters, The

Up On The Roof

Atlantic 45-2162

64

R&B

1963 Beatles, The

Baby It's You

Apple 58348

240

british_invasion

1963 Joan Baez

We Shall Overcome

Vanguard 35023

557

Folk

1964 Beatles, The

I Want To Hold Your Hand

Capitol 5112

1

british_invasion

1964 Beatles, The

Can't Buy Me Love

Capitol 5150

2

british_invasion

1964 Supremes, The

Baby Love

Motown 1066

4

soul (motown)

1964 Roy Orbison

Oh, Pretty Woman

Monument 45-851

5

Rock

1964 Animals, The

The House Of The Rising Sun

MGM 13264

6

british_invasion

1964 Martha & the Vandellas

Dancing In The Street

Gordy 7033

26

soul (motown)

1964 Zombies, The

She's Not There

Parrot 9695

30

british_invasion

1964 Drifters, The

Under The Boardwalk

Atlantic 45-2237

51

R&B

1965 Rolling Stones, The

(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction

London 9766

1

british_invasion

1965 Beatles, The

Capitol 5498

2

british_invasion

1965 Byrds, The

Yesterday
Turn! Turn! Turn! (To Everything There Is A
Season)

Columbia 43424

3

folk_rock

1965 Four Tops

I Can't Help Myself

Motown 1076

7

soul (motown)

1965 Righteous Brothers, The

You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'

Philles 124

8

blue-eyed soul

1965 Temptations, The

My Girl

Gordy 7038

17

soul (motown)

1965 Barry McGuire

Eve Of Destruction

Dunhill 4009

20

folk_rock

1965 Bob Dylan

Like A Rolling Stone

Columbia 43346

29

folk_rock

1965 James Brown

I Got You (I Feel Good)

King 6015

34

soul

1965 Beach Boys, The

California Girls

39

Rock

1965 Impressions, The

People Get Ready

Capitol 5464
ABC-Paramount 4510622

151

Rock

1966 Monkees, The

I'm A Believer

Colgems 1002 A

1

Rock

1966 Mamas and The Papas, The

Monday, Monday

Dunhill 4026

5

Rock

1966 Lovin' Spoonful, The

Summer In The City

Kama Sutra 211

7

Rock

1966 Supremes, The

You Can't Hurry Love

Motown 1097

9

soul (motown)

1966 Four Tops

Reach Out I'll Be There

Motown 1098

11

soul (motown)

1966 Rolling Stones, The

Paint It, Black

London 901

12

british_invasion

1966 Simon and Garfunkel

The Sounds Of Silence

Columbia 43396

17

Rock

1966 Donovan

Sunshine Superman

Epic 5-10045

26

british_invasion

1966 Beach Boys, The

Barbara Ann

Capitol 5561

36

Rock

1966 Bob Dylan

Rainy Day Women #12 & 35

Columbia 43592

40

folk_rock

1966 Stevie Wonder

Uptight (Everything's Alright)

Tamla 54124

44

soul (motown)

1966 Wilson Pickett

Land Of 1000 Dances

Atlantic 2348

78

R&B

1967 Monkees, The

Daydream Believer

Colgems 66-1012

2

Rock

1967 Young Rascals

Groovin'

Atlantic 2401

6

blue-eyed_soul

1967 Doors, The

Light My Fire

Elektra 45615

8

Rock

1967 Turtles, The

Happy Together

White Whale 244

9

Rock

1967 Aretha Franklin

Respect

Atlantic 2403

11

R&B

1967 Gladys Knight and the Pips

I Heard It Through The Grapevine

Soul 35039

19

1967 Sam and Dave

Soul Man

Stax 231

20

soul (motown)
southern_soul
(stax)
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1967 Johnny Rivers

Imperial 66227

36

Rock

1967 Scott McKenzie

Baby I Need Your Lovin'
San Francisco (Be Sure To Wear Flowers In
Your Hair)

Ode 7-103

40

Rock

1967 Smokey Robinson

I Second That Emotion

Tamla 54159

41

soul (motown)

1967 Procol Harum

A Whiter Shade Of Pale

Deram 7507

51

british_invasion

1967 Jefferson Airplane

Somebody To Love

RCA 9140

58

Rock

1967 Jefferson Airplane

White Rabbit

RCA 9248

81

Rock

1967 Beatles, The

Strawberry Fields Forever

Capitol 5810

86

british_invasion

1967 Hollies, The

Carrie Anne

Epic 10180

95

british_invasion

1968 Beatles, The

Hey Jude

Apple 2276 A

1

british_invasion

1968 Marvin Gaye

I Heard It Through The Grapevine

Tamla 54176

2

soul (motown)

1968 Rascals, The

People Got To Be Free

Atlantic 45-2537

5

1968 Otis Redding

(Sittin' On) The Dock Of The Bay

Volt 157

6

blue-eyed_soul
southern_soul
(stax)

1968 Simon and Garfunkel

Mrs. Robinson

Columbia 44511

8

Rock

1968 Diana Ross and the Supremes

Love Child

Motown 1135

9

soul (motown)

1968 Doors, The

Hello, I Love You

Elektra 45635

11

Rock

1968 Steppenwolf

Born To Be Wild

Dunhill 4138 A

20

Rock

1968 Aretha Franklin

Chain Of Fools

Atlantic 2464

22

soul

1968 Crazy World Of Arthur Brown, The

Fire

Atlantic 2556

28

Rock

1968 Rolling Stones, The

Jumpin' Jack Flash

London 908

32

british_invasion

1968 Temptations, The

I Wish It Would Rain

Gordy 7068

40

soul (motown)

1968 Cream, The

Sunshine Of Your Love

Atco 6544 A

54

british_invasion

1969 5th Dimension, The

Aquarius/Let The Sunshine In

Soul City 772

1

Rock

1969 Rolling Stones, The

Honky Tonk Women

London 45-910

5

british_invasion

1969 Sly & the Family Stone

Everyday People

Epic 5-10407

6

R&B

1969 Elvis Presley

Suspicious Minds

RCA Victor 47-9764

16

Rock

1969 Creedence Clearwater Revival

Proud Mary

Fantasy 619

18

Rock

1969 Blood, Sweat & Tears

Spinning Wheel

Columbia 4-44871

19

Rock

1969 Zombies, The

Time Of The Season

Date 2-1628

36

british_invasion

1969 Three Dog Night

Easy To Be Hard

Dunhill 45-4203

45

Rock

1969 Guess Who, The

These Eyes

RCA 0102

67

soul_inspired

1969 Donovan

Atlantis

Epic 5-10434

76

british_invasion

1969 Bob Dylan

Lay Lady Lay

Columbia 4-44926

77

folk_rock

1970 Simon and Garfunkel

Bridge Over Troubled Water

Columbia 4-45079

1

Rock

1970 Jackson 5

I'll Be There

Motown 1171

2

soul (motown)

1970 George Harrison

My Sweet Lord

Apple 2995

5

Rock

1970 Diana Ross

Ain't No Mountain High Enough

Motown 1169

7

soul (motown)

1970 Guess Who, The

American Woman

RCA Victor 74-0325

8

Rock

1970 Smokey Robinson

The Tears Of A Clown

Tamla 54199

11

soul (motown)

1970 Creedence Clearwater Revival

Fantasy 645

26

Rock

1970 Temptations, The

Long As I Can See The Light
Ball Of Confusion (That s What The World Is
Today)

Gordy 7099

30

soul (motown)

1970 Led Zeppelin

Whole Lotta Love

Atlantic 45-2690

47

rock

1970 Chicago

25 Or 6 To 4

Columbia 4-45194

51

Rock

1970 Band, The

Up On Cripple Creek

Capitol 2635

176

Rock
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WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO?

uct; Berry's sisters had absorbed their parents' lessons about possessions.
Instead of simply leasing records to other labels, they started their own,
making a deal for distribution with Chess that ensured them a bigger
return on sales than record leasing could have given them-as well as
giving their music an identity within the industry and with record buyers.
Ironically, Anna Records' biggest hit was written and produced not
by Gwen or Billy Davis, but leased from Berry. The staying power of this
one song, "Money {That's What I Want)," would rival that of anything
to come in Motown's history. The strong, driving rhythm and blues dance
tune with a cynical view of romance and finance was written by Berry with
Janie Bradford, later a Motown secretary, and performed by a local singer
named Barrett Strong. Money, or lack of same, was very much on Berry's
mind: "I was broke until the time I wrote 'Money'; even though I had
many hits, and there were other writers who had many hits, we just didn't
have profits. And coming from a business family, my father and mother
always talked about the bottom line, and simple things, and the bottom
line is profit. You know, are you making money or not?"
That explains the lyric, one that inspired many memorable covers,
including John Lennon's passionate version on The Beatles' Second
Album in 1964 and the Flying Lizards' weird spoken-word cover in 1979.
But Berry's memory reveals nothing about the assurance of Berry's production. With Raynoma and Berry providing the "That's what I want"
chorus, Strong sings over a boogie-woogie piano riff, a funky bass-drum
groove augmented by gospel tambourine. This tune, like Berry's Jackie
Wilson material, would serve as a prototype for early Motown recordings.
"Money" was an artistic triumph, but for Berry it ended the 1950s
on a rather bittersweet note. After years of indecision and unrest he had
found a way to make a living as exciting as boxing at the Olympia and
-physically, at least-much less painful. Yet where was the return on his
investment? He had hits. He had a name. He had the respect of the local
youngbloods looking to make music. He had gone from spectator to
songwriter with amazing ease. It was Smokey Robinson who knew what
had to be done, and after a particularly memorable drive in 1959, he sat
Berry down, nineteen-year-old disciple advising thirty-year-old mentor,
and made a suggestion.
Nelson George. Where did our love go? : the rise & fall
of the Motown sound. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987
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4· SHOP AROUND
1959

to

1962

Winter, 1959: Berry Gordy is at the
wheel of his Cadillac with Smokey Robinson at his side. They are driving
from Detroit to a Flint record pressing plant to pick up advance copies
of Marv Johnson's "Come to Me." The radio is blasting and each man
is commenting on the songs as they come on. It sounds like two professionals talking shop. Yet their businesslike chatter disguises concern.
Snow is falling. The road is slick and dotted with large patches of ice.
People have died driving on roads like this in Michigan since old man
Ford designed the Model T, and on this day it almost claims these two
not-yet-illustrious music makers. Twice the car skids off the road, once
barely missing the front end of an oncoming truck. All this for a few
hundred copies of a record that they had made, but that now belonged
to the United Artists record company in New York City. They might be
able to sell those records--off the books-to a friendly local retailer for
some much-needed quick cash, or give them to a local disc jockey in
exchange for airplay. Somewhere down the line-if United Artists treated
Berry and Smokey right-they might see some substantial royalties on
sales and airplay. But it hadn't happened before, so there was no reason
to be overly optimistic now.
Smokey was frustrated by their impotence in the record industry. It
was clear to Smokey that the way to really make it was to stop leasing
records to others and to begin marketing and merchandising their music
themselves. In short, they needed to follow the lead of Gwen and Anna
and start a full-fledged record company.
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Berry finally came around to Smokey's point of view. His sister Esther
would later say, "I t was not his goal to head up a major entertainment
complex with recordings, films, and all these sorts of things. He just
wanted to be a successful songwriter." At the time Berry had told her, "If
I ever get this house and get it paid for, I'll have it made [a reference to
a house at 2648 West Grand Boulevard that Raynoma had found to make
their base of operations]. I'll live upstairs, I'll have my offices down in the
front part, and I'll have a studio out back where I can make demonstration
records or masters to sell to record companies." To Esther, "All Motown
is is the result of one thing leading to another and Berry Gordy saying,
'I'll do it myself' when he could not get something done to his liking. We
had parents who always said, 'Your gift will make room for you. You make
a better product and they will buy it.' "
That Berry was a reluctant industrialist is clear from an insightful
(though self-serving) story Berry wrote in 1979 for The New York Times:
I began working with a publisher in New York, but the
moment came when he owed me $1,000 and was refusing to pay.
I consulted a lawyer and insisted that he bring suit against the
publisher.
"Look," I was told, "if you sue him for $1,000, it will take
you three years or so in court. You're going to pay me more than
$1,000 and you're going to end up settling with him for probably
$200-it doesn't make sense."
"You mean that he owes $1,000 and I just can't collect it?"
I asked.
"That's exactly it," he said.
"What would happen if I started a company for young writers?" I asked the lawyer. "For people in the same position I'm in."
"You'd be undercapitalized," he said, "and it would never
work."
In retrospect, I guess that was it. I had just been told I
couldn't do something, and I was determined to prove him wrong.
Aside from putting a down payment on the West Grand Boulevard
building, Berry formed Jobete Music Publishing (named after his daughters: Joy, Betty, and Terry); the corporation Berry Gordy, Jr., Enterprises;
Hitsvi1le, USA; Motown Record Corporation (a contraction of Motortown), which would issue records under a variety of labels, including
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SHOP AROUND

Tamla (originally named Tammy, after the Debbie Reynolds film of that
name); and International Talent Management, Inc. (ITM), to guide the
careers of his signees.
In conjunction with these moves Berry established policies that set
the tone for Motown's business style. Motown would be very strict about
who had access to its books. Artists would only be allowed to review them
two times a year and no industry regulatory group, such as the Recording
Industry Association of America, the organization that awards gold and
platinum albums, would be allowed to audit the company's books (a policy
that didn't change until the late seventies, which is why none of Motown's
hits of the sixties was ever certified gold).
Motown would also establish a policy of cross-collateralization of
royalty accounts. So, for example, if an artist signed as a performer and
a writer to Jobete, any cost incurred in preparing his records could be
charged against songwriting royalties. Berry also made plans to pay his
creative personnel a weekly salary-even when they weren't being productive-that would be charged against royalties should they suddenly have
a hit. None of these practices was illegal and, for a new enterprise, they
were quite cost-effective. But certainly no sharp talent manager would
have agreed to al1 of them, since they placed the power in the management-artist relationships squarely in Motown's hands. Of course with
Motown, through ITM, looking to manage all of its own acts, these
policies would prove easy to enforce.
In the summer of 1959, the Miracles' "Way Over There" was the first
record released on the Tamla label and, if that weren't historic enough,
it was also Smokey's first solo production. Every previous Miracles release
had been credited to Berry and Smokey, with the older man providing his
protege on-the-job training. This time, after coming off a road trip,
Smokey was so sure that the song would be a hit he took the Miracles and
a band into the studio himself. "Way" wasn't a national chart success, but
by the end of its run it had sold 60,000 copies, most of it in the Midwest,
a remarkable number for an unknown Detroit label.
For Berry, the move into record manufacturing proved financially
beneficial. In June 1960, Berry was making $133 per week from the music,
business, had paid $1,300 on a $4,800 red Cadillac, $3,000 on the 2648
West Grand's $23,000 mortgage, and had total assets of $32,600. Yet
Berry, who filed this information in response to another child support
request from Thelma, claimed liabilities of $32,500. So, according to him,
his net worth in 1960 was only $100, an on-paper decrease of $5,000 from
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1959. "1 have tried to explain to my wife that" my financial situation has
been a matter of future prospects rather than present profits, but she
refuses to believe me," was Berry's prescient comment to the court.
At around the same time that Berry was pleading that his best years
were just ahead, he was making the record that would give Motown its
first golden success. The song "Shop Around" was written by Smokey
with Barrett Strong in mind. Smokey had dashed off the basic elements
of this "mother-knows-best" story-song in just ten minutes. However, it
wasn't until Berry heard it on piano and offered some suggestions that
"Shop Around" took on the qualities of a classic.
"We were at the piano and [Berry] said, 'No, I think that we oughta
do this with the chorus: " Smokey recalled. "That part that says, 'Try to
get yourself a bargain son/Don't be sold .. .' and 1 had some other chords
there. He said, 'No, we oughta put these chords in there and then, at the
end [when the lyric says], 'try the one who's gonna give you true lovin','
he said, 'we oughta break that in there, you know, so that can stand out.' "
It was a brilliant choice, which highlighted the lyric's key message line.
In addition, Berry suggested that Claudette-not Strong-sing it, even
though Smokey had written the song for a man.
Two weeks after the record's initial release in the Detroit area Smokey
was awakened by a phone call.
"Hey, man, what you doin'?" It was Berry.
"It's three o'clock in the morning. What do you think I'm doing? I'm
asleep."
"I want you and Claudette to get up and come over here and 1 want
you to call the other guys and tell them to come to the studio right now."
"Why, man?" Smokey asked.
"Because, man, I can't sleep. I haven't slept in three or four days.
'Shop Around' keeps going through my mind. You didn't cut it right. I
gotta change the beat. ... And then it's going to be number one."
This logic impressed Smokey.
"Well, okay, all right."
After waking Claudette he called the other Miracles, all of whom
were less than enthused by Berry's timing.
But by four A.M. the Miracles, Berry, and a rhythm section had
gathered at Hitsville. Berry hadn't been able to round up a pianist, so he
played piano. The session ended in the late morning and the new version
was on the market before the week was out.
The differences between the two versions are few but critical. On the
original, drummer Benny Benjamin played with sticks and at a slightly
.........3IL__~._~ .....
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slower tempo. The new "Shop Around" featured Benjamin using brushes.
On the second "Shop Around," Berry made Smokey sing lead, reviving
the song's original mama's-boy angle. In addition, Smokey's light voice,
with its air of plaintive yearning, had the adolescent quality Berry had
been striving for when he had had Claudette record it.
In early 1961 "Shop Around" went to number one on the R&B chart
and number two on the pop chart. That spring, before eight thousand
people at the Michigan State Fairgrounds, Berry came onstage and
handed the Miracles their first gold record. It was an emotional moment:
Claudette, Berry, Smokey, and the other Miracles all hugged and cried
and smiled, basking in this first moment of glory.
"Shop Around" signaled Motown's future, yet it was a series of blues
releases on Motown, aimed at the same Detroit blues market that had
once helped close Berry's 3-D Record Mart, that helped keep the young
business afloat. Singing Sammy Ward, a gutsy shouter with much the
same vocal timbre as the Reverend C. L. Franklin, cut several sides from
1960 to 1962, some with Sherri Taylor ("Oh! Lover," "That's Why I
Love You so Much") and several solo singles, including the raw blues "Big
Joe Moe." Mabel John, sister of popular R&B singer Little Willie John,
possessed a strident soulful voice like her brother's, which on "Who
Wouldn't Love a Man Like That" and "Looking for a Man" made an
impression around the Motor City in 1961. During the 1950s, pianoplaying bluesman Amos Milburn was notorious throughout black America
for his "drinking" songs: "Bad Bad Whiskey," "Let Me Go Home,
Whiskey," and the barstool standard "One Scotch, One Bourbon, One
Beer." Milburn, a hard-drinking braggart who once sang, in "Roll Mr.
Jelly," about raising a dead woman with his penis, cut a single and an
album, Return of the Blues Boss, for Motown in 1962. By the end of the
year, however, none of these singers was on Berry's roster, apparently
having fulfilled their role in generating local cash, but with no future at
a place where the emphasis was on youthful singers and songs.
Over the next three years, roughly 1960 through 1962, a community
of administrators, musicians, and entertainers began coalescing inside
2648 West Grand Boulevard, motivated by family pride, marital ties, a
sense of black unity, the chance to make music, and, of course, the desire
to become rich and famous. This was a time of building, of adding pieces
to the puzzle and giving unproven talent a shot. Berry literally was shopping around, not sure what would come of his label, but knowing that
having it gave him at least a fighting chance against the forces that
controlled his industry. One man couldn't beat the big boys at this game,
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certainly not one black man from Detroit. He'd already proven that
himself. "Shop Around" 's triumph showed him that Smokey was right;
Berry had nothing to lose and only dreams to gain.
The family came first in Motown's evolving corporate culture.
Esther's involvement in the music business had begun back in 1957, when
she did secretarial work for Berry and set up tour itineraries for Marv
Johnson and the Miracles. In 1959, while enjoying a well-paid patronage
job provided by her husband, state legislator George Edwards, Esther
volunteered time to Berry's young record company, and a year later she
gave up her other business interests to assume a vice-presidency at Motown, where she was put in charge of developing the management company, International Talent Management, Inc. At the same time, Edwards, while serving in the legislature, became Motown's first comptroller.
Loucye left her job with the Army reserves for a Motown vice-presidency
and the job of organizing billing and collection. Her husband, Ron Wakefield, a sometime saxophonist who'd later tour with several Motown acts,
joined as staff arranger in 1963. Berry's brother Robert, no longer recording as Robert Kayli, quit his job at the post office for on-the-job training
as an engineer at Hitsville, for sixty-five cents an hour. Older brothers
George and Fuller were deeply involved in operating Pops's construction
and print shops, and yet Berry's enterprise would eventually pull both of
them into what was quickly becoming the most important Gordy family
enterprise. Pops, of course, was overjoyed by Berry's blossoming into a
money-maker. To him Motown came to represent the fulfillment of the
lessons he'd passed on to his children, and that his father had passed on
to him. From the beginning he was a constant consultant to Berry,
whispering words of encouragement, lecturing about the value of control
and discipline in managing his business. The later Motown artists, who
often saw Pops as a kindly figure with an uncanny resemblance to the
Colonel Sanders of fried chicken fame, never knew just how profoundly
his philosophy had affected their careers.
Gwen and Anna contributed, too, by marrying two important Motown musicians-literally bringing them into the Gordy family. Both
Harvey Fuqua and Marvin Gaye had shopped around the industry before
joining Motown, and the experience they brought was critical to the
fledgling organization.
Fuqua, a large yet very gentle man, had started a vocal group called
the Crazy Sounds as a teenager in Cleveland. Top local disc jockey Alan
"Moondog" Freed had invited them over to the radio station after an
impromptu telephone audition, and signed them to his Champagne Rec~.~""-.
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ords in 1952 after changing their name to the Moonglows. After cutting
a couple of sides for Champagne, they split from Freed and Cleveland,
winding up in Chicago, where they signed to Chance Records, a label
owned by black record man Ewart Abner. Unfortunately, after a couple
of local Moonglow hits that failed to make money, Abner advised Fuqua
and company that he wouldn't be able to pay them and suggested they
walk around the corner to the offices of Chess Records. For about five
hundred dollars, Chess bought out the group's Chance contract and the
Moonglows were on their way.
With Fuqua providing the deep bass vocals, the Moonglows' first
Chess single, "Sincerely," became an instant doo-wop classic in November 1954. In order to double their money they also recorded several sides
as (pun surely intended) the Moonlighters, scoring in Chicago with
"Shoo-doo-Bedoo," a takeoff on the Chords' seminal rock and roll single
"Sh-Boom." At local gigs they'd appear first as the Moonlighters for one
fee, change their suits, then come out again as the Moonglows for another.
By 1955, however, this trick was no longer necessary; the Moonglows
emerged as a premier vocal group, enjoying major national hits with
"Most of All" (1955), "See Saw" (1956), and "Please Send Me Someone
to Love" (I957).
In 1958, the thrill of stardom began wearing thin. Fuqua, a practical
man, was disturbed to see everybody except the Moonglows profiting from
their hard work. It was during Fuqua's period of disillusionment that four
Washington, D.C., teens who called themselves the Marquees talked him
into auditioning them in his hotel room. He was impressed by their ability
to reproduce the Moonglows' sound, and he was especially impressed by
the voice of a member named Marvin Gay. The Marquees had cut a few
obscure singles (such as "Wyatt Earp," in 1957) for Columbia's "race"
label Okeh, where Bo Diddley was one of their strongest supporters. And,
unlike most groups of the time, the Marquees actually wrote some of their
own material.
A few months later, the original Moonglows split up. Determined to
keep the name alive, Fuqua returned to Washington, where he found the
Marquees and brought them to Chicago. Leonard Chess, impressed by
Fuqua's maturity and ambition, offered him a salaried job as a talent scout
and a continuation of the Moonglows' recording contract. With his
youngbloods in tow, Fuqua continued to record-this time as Harvey and
the Moonglows-and in 1958 scored a massive hit with "Ten Commandments of Love."
With a steady job and the option of recording at his leisure, Fuqua
11
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should have been happy. Instead, "I started feeling closed in. I was going
to the office everyday at ten A.M. and I'd never worked like that before.
So I told Leonard I couldn't handle the job. I wanted to be out and free.
At the time he had a lease master deal with Billy Davis and Gwen Gordy
over in Detroit-Anna Records-so he said, 'Why don't you go there and
work in that operation, since you wanna be free. You can come in any time
you want to, you can go on the road, you can produce when you feel like
it.' It was an ideal situation and I'd be helping to build a new label, so
I kept Marvin with me; I sent the other three guys home and went to
Detroit."
It made sense. Fuqua had already established a working relationship
with Davis, with whom he'd composed the Moonglows' "See Saw" and
some other tunes. He knew Gwen through Davis, and had met Berry
when he visited Chess's offices to peddle the Miracles' "Bad Girl." But
the fact that Fuqua kept Marvin with him is testimony to his keen eye
for talent and the growth of a friendship that, in some ways, paralleled
that of Smokey and Berry.
Marvin was a tall, smooth-skinned charmer whose cool style was
attractive to women. Yet he was insecure about himself, and had many
conHicts with his overbearing father, a well-known Pentecostal minister.
Reverend Gay was Hamboyant and persuasive, yet many in the D.C. area
found him a strangely disquieting figure. Along with the fury of his
sermons, there was an androgynous, almost feline quality about him that
caused whispers in the nation's capitol (it wasn't until 1984 that Reverend
Gay's transvestism became generally known). His son, sensitive and
clearly possessed of his father's charisma-along with his own special
musical gifts (he sang and played piano and drums}-sought to establish
an identity outside the church. He wanted to be an athlete, but his father
stiHed that urge when Marvin was young. By his teen years, Marvin had
found a more insidious form of rebellion: singing "the devil's music." In
Fuqua, Marvin found a strong, solidly masculine figure who respected and
encouraged his talent. Together they'd sit for hours at the piano, Fuqua
showing Marvin chords. His pupil took instruction well, but every now
and then his rebel's spirit would Hare when something conHicted with his '
views. Marvin's combination of sex appeal and spirituality, malleability
and conviction, gave his voice a quiet electricity similar to that of Sam
Cooke's, who had had a number-one pop single in late 1957 with "You
Send Me" after a career as one of gospel music's biggest stars.
Strangely, Marvin, who by this time had added an e to his last name,
never recorded for Anna Records. Yet he surely liked the label's namesake,
.~
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and she liked him. "Right away Anna snatched him," Fuqua told writer
Aaron Fuchs. "Just snatched him immediately." When they met, she was
seventeen years older than Marvin, but folks in Detroit thought she was
a match for any man. Ambitious, haughty, shrewd, and adept at manipulating men, Anna introduced Marvin to Berry, who then used him as a
pianist and drummer on his sessions. At night he appeared at nightclubs
around Detroit, often accompanied by Fuqua.
In 1960, in the wake of "Money," Fuqua joined Anna Records and,
like Marvin, was quickly sucked into the Gordys' extended family. For ten
dollars a week he lived with Esther Gordy and her husband, George
Edwards. He became fascinated by Esther's efforts to make Edwards a
Michigan state legislator, and also by the Gordy family's remarkable
togetherness.
Fuqua, in turn, attracted the attention of Berry for a practice that
struck him as unusual. In the basement of Esther's home, Fuqua would
rehearse hour after hour with the acts on Anna. Berry had never seen
anyone spend so much time on the live presentation of an act. Yet here
was Fuqua, a large yet graceful man, leading the Originals, a quartet
featuring a postman named Freddie Gorman, and his favorites, the Spinners, a group with a real Hair for showmanship, through carefully choreographed steps. Berry's curiosity hadn't yet led him to reach out to Fuqua;
their conversations were usually limited to "Hi, how ya doing?" despite
their recording activities. Berry had to have noticed, however, that Fuqua
and sister Gwen were getting mighty friendly. Davis, often on the road
promoting Anna Records' releases, was becoming the odd man out. It was
then that Berry started asking Fuqua if he could maybe help some of his
acts.
But Fuqua was too busy. He cut some sides with fiery R&B singer and
close friend Etta James for Chess, and toured with her a bit. Whenever
he was on the road, he visited local radio deejays with the latest Anna
records, using his reputation as a Moonglow to stimulate airplay. In
Detroit he split his time between recording, rehearsing his groups, and
hanging out with Gwen Gordy. Davis decided, quite predictably, that it
was time to leave the company. With the backing of Chess, he started
Check-Mate Records, which lasted a few years before Davis gave up
recordmaking for a spot at New York's McCann-Erickson advertising
agency, where he works to this day writing jingles.
With Davis's departure, Anna Records died. In its place Fuqua
started his own Tri-Phi and Harvey labels in 1961. In that same year
Harvey Fuqua married Gwen, with Marvin serving as his best man;
1'•
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Harvey returned the favor when Marvin married Anna. For better or
worse, both men were now Gordys-even if it was the ladies who had
changed their last names.
Fuqua was quite adept at ferreting out young talent; in his first three
years in Detroit he recorded Johnny Bristol and Lamont Anthony (aka
Dozier) at Anna, and Shorty Long, Junior Walker, and the Spinners at
Tri-Phi and Harvey; all would be artists of some importance during the
next two decades. But, unfortunately, Fuqua was again showing the inability to deal with the nuances of the record business that had led him to
quit Chess. Through his network of radio contacts Fuqua could get his
songs on the air, but he could never get enough records into stores around
the country to capitalize on this radio exposure.
Fuqua's problems were the problems of every small independent
record operation of the era, and they serve as a survey course in the
difficulties that Motown would overcome through superior organization.
Fuqua, for example, would have a hot record in Philadelphia, sell a lot of
copies, yet have little luck in receiving the bulk of his money from his local
distributor. Meanwhile, bills from the record-pressing plant arrived in a
steady stream. Delinquency in paying the plant meant that the next
release would only be pressed following cash payment upfront, causing
cash-flow problems. That Harvey Fuqua was a black dealing with whites
didn't help either. The same industry that allowed Chicago's Leonard and
Phil Chess's operation to flourish while, around the corner, Ewart Abner
floundered, was noW squeezing Fuqua.
It got so bad that Fuqua almost began to fear success. One Harvey
release sold 400,000 nationally. He should have been ecstatic. Instead, he
found himself with a huge pressing bill that required immediate payment
to keep the product flow going. Distributors paid for sales in thirty- and
sixty-day cycles that too often stretched to ninety. Distributors were in
total control when dealing with small undercapitalized labels, since they
controlled the means of distribution and there was really no way to
monitor them systematically. The "indie" labels needed the pressers and
distributors more than they were needed by them. Moreover, the large
labels (Columbia, Decca, Mercury) were handled by many of these distributors as well, and their stars and money gave their records priority.
Fuqua just couldn't make the numbers add up. So when his brotherin-law asked him to join Motown and be in charge of record promotion,
dealing with radio stations and polishing his acts' on stage presentations,
Fuqua was in no position to turn it down. Bringing the Spinners and
Johnny Bristol with him, he came aboard.
........
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While Gordys, old and new, were Motown's first inner circle, Berry
brought in a group of Detroit music industry veterans to form the next
layer of management. Some of them would later supersede Berry's family
in the Motown structure. These were men Berry had met around the city
who, like him, were hungry for a chance at big money but hadn't figured
out how to get it. Before becoming director of artists and repertoire, or
"A&R," William "Mickey" Stevenson had been trying unsuccessfully to
get members of Detroit's black bourgeoisie to invest in a Motown-like
operation. After cutting R&B and gospel music since the mid-1950s,
Stevenson-a show-biz kid whose mother Kitty was a singer-felt it was
time for a strong black label. He approached black doctors, lawyers, and
businessmen to back him, but they weren't interested in entering what
they saw as the hustling, unsavory world of black show business, feeling
that the field wasn't respectable or safe enough for them to invest in.
Stevenson had little interest in developing a licensing arrangement with
any white-owned indie labels; he didn't trust them. He'd watched Berry's
rise since his days with Jackie Wilson and had admired his drive and
confidence. Moreover, Berry was a black man whose family watched his
back. Stevenson had found that, despite all the talk about blacks getting
their civil rights down South, it was rare to see blacks-outside the church
-giving of themselves in organized effort. Berry knew about Stevenson's
ambitions and commitment to black advancement, qualities he accurately
perceived would make him a loyal, diligent employee.
Stevenson's position meant that he supervised all musicians, producers, and writers. He assigned producers to acts (subject to Berry's approval), made sure songs were written on time, and produced acts when
deadlines had to be met or he couldn't find anyone to take the assignment.
But in the early days his most important duty was building Motown's
stable of studio musicians.
Like Berry, Stevenson preferred jazz musicians for his sessions, believing that they were both more technically assured and more creative than
their blues-based counterparts. The leader of Motown's first road band
was Choker Campbell, a pianist and former leader of Count Basie-style
big bands at summer resorts. A burly jazz pianist, Joe Hunter, headed the
studio band. Dave Hamilton, who would make a vital and largely unknown contribution to Motown music, played the unlikely combination
of guitar and vibes. Bassist James Jamerson and drummer Benny Benjamin, both regulars at Detroit's several popular after-hours spots, had
worked with Berry on and off since the early Miracles records; in the early
sixties, they were just beginning to realize how wen they worked together.
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Stevenson helped Berry inaugurate a jazz label called Jazz Workshop,
and, using it as an inducement, Stevenson got several players under dual
contracts as recording artists and staff musicians. For Motown, it ensured
a reliable, skilled group of players who were always on call. For the
musicians, many of whom were bebop fanciers from the fertile East Coast
jazz scene, Jazz Workshop held the promise that they would be able to
record the music they really loved. So they tolerated playing Motown's
"Mickey Mouse music" for session fees of $5, $7, and $10 a single (the
union minimum was $52.50) for the often-illusory opportunity to record
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Jazz.
Working under Stevenson as assistant A&R director was Clarence
Paul, a long-time comrade with whom he had once recorded duets. Stevenson also had an ambitious secretary named Martha Reeves. Unlike
many inside Motown, Reeves had considerable musical training-she had
sung religious music at her father's Methodist church and classical music
at Northeastern High. In addition, she brought her previous industry
experience. With friends Annette Sterling, Rosalind Ashford, and Gloria
Williams, she had recorded for Davis's Check-Mate label and had sung
background vocals for a number of local singers. All of this made her
invaluable to Stevenson. "She would be the one to get the information
across," he told Aaron Fuchs. "We had a lot of artists and a lot of records
going out. I had the sales department on my back. The executive department on my back. I got artists on one end. The musicians on another.
Everybody was constantly coming in and screaming they wanted things.
I had to have people around me who knew what was happening, so I didn't
have to break down every word. Martha was right in there."
He knew that Martha's diligence wasn't without purpose. She wanted
to record again. But Stevenson's attitude was that "she was there to make
a living. She'd work little gigs on the weekends on her own, but she was
a secretary to me and I liked it that way because she knew the business."
Martha hung in there, smiling and waiting for her chance.
For Motown's first and arguably most important white executive, just
joining the company was a thrill. "I remember when [Barney Ales] got
this job with Motown," recalls CBS vice-president LeBaron Taylor, who
was then a deejay at WCHB and a prominent figure on Detroit's music
scene in the 1960s. "He was the most excited guy in the world. He said,
'Man, I'm making more money than I've ever made in my life.' He was
making a hundred twenty-five dollars a week and they gave him a Cadillac."
, Ales entered the record business in 1955, working around Detroit as

a representative for Capitol Records, moving on for a year to the then-new
Warner Bros. Records before becoming a partner in a local distributorship. In all of these jobs Barney acted as liaison between record labels,
radio stations, and distributors in the Midwest, learning all aspects of the
business. A tall man with an abrasive streetwise style, Barney Ales was not
very different in attitude from Berry, something they discovered when
they would meet and talk shop at local radio stations and recording
studios. Both loved to compete and gamble, each claiming an edge over
the other; Barney once bragged that Berry owed him ten thousand candy
bars for losing at Ping-Pong, while Berry said that out of every one
hundred contests he and Barney engaged in, Barney won three. They were
kindred spirits.
So it wasn't surprising when Barney became an unpaid advisor to
Berry and sister Loucye in the billing department in 1959. She knew
bookkeeping, but was unfamiliar with the many distributors with whom
Motown was suddenly doing business.
They had become such good friends, however, that when Berry offered him a job in 1960, Barney was reluctant to accept it, feeling that they
might be too close. When Berry insisted, Barney finally, and happily,
accepted. Berry hired Barney as vice-president in charge of distribution,
believing his friend's skin color and general competence could convert
racist distributors. When some suspected that Ales really owned Motown,
he and Berry took it in stride. After all, it was probably good for the
business.
Ales and Stevenson were selected for their roles at Motown with
definite calculation, but many of the most important folks there "fell
into" their jobs. Eddie Holland, for example, started out trying to be
Jackie Wilson and briefly succeeded. His "Jamie," written and produced
by Berry, was a slick uptempo song on which Berry recycled the writing
style he'd perfected on Wilson's hits, while Holland mimicked Wilson's
trademark vocal licks. Berry even hired members of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra to achieve the upscale R&B sound of Wilson's New
York recordings. It marked the first time Motown interacted with classically trained musicians, and it wasn't without cross-cultural conflict.
Berry remembers fighting with the Detroit Symphony players "because sometimes when I asked them to playa particular riff, they were
insulted, because they said the music wasn't right, and you couldn't do
this or that. They'd say, 'But you just can't play this chord against that
chord,' and I'd say 'Well, it sounds right and I don't care about the rules,
because I don't know what they are.' Many of them would play it anyway,
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and mostly would all enjoy it. After we'd hear it back, they'd shake their
heads in amazement. And when they heard it played back on the air and
it was a hit ... I mean, I would get calls from these guys and they would
say, 'Hey, you were right. Anytime you need us for a session .. .' "
"Jamie" should have been the break this handsome, articulate, debonair young man needed to grab at stardom. Unfortunately, though, for all
his pluses, Eddie Holland was shackled with one unavoidable minus: he
didn't like to perform. In the studio he was fine, whether he was cutting
demos of Berry's songs or making his own records, but out on the road
promoting "Jamie" Eddie was dull and clearly frightened.
After one rough experience before the Apollo Theater's notoriously
demanding audience, Eddie decided that his musical future was in the
studio. He would cut a few singles over the next ten years, but never again
would he perform on stage. Eddie would evolve into a behind-the-scenes
power, shunning publicity with a passionate secretiveness, even at the
height of his success. What now mattered to Eddie was money. "I saw
my brother was making money and that I was looking at my recording
bill and I was like forty thousand dollars in debt and my brother has got
a royalty check because he wrote the songs," Eddie remembers. "I just
said, 'I need to start writing songs.' "
Eddie asked his brother Brian if he needed a partner. It wouldn't have
seemed so. For the last three years Brian Holland had been part of a loose
production team that, depending on the record, included Stevenson,
Robert Bateman, Freddie Corman, and Lamont Dozier. Unlike his older
brother, Brian had gotten involved in songwriting and producing early in
his career. He met Berry through Eddie backstage at the Craystone
Ballroom when he was just sixteen. Brian had sung with some local groups,
but under Berry's guidance began putting melodies to lyrics. In contrast
to the talkative Eddie, Brian had a quiet understated manner that made
it easy for him to collaborate with others. As a teen, in 1959, he would
be impressed by the way New York producers Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller arranged strings on the Drifters' "There Coes My Baby," perhaps
the first R&B record to make use of classical instrumentation, suggesting
to Brian a sophisticated R&B sound he'd one day like to pursue. Brian
had, in fact, been fascinated with the instrumentation of classical music
since watching a Ford Motor Company-sponsored concert as a child. "I
was so terribly impressed with all the violins and the melodies that they
were playing; it just stuck in my mind because I had never heard that kind
of big orchestra [before]," he told Portia Maultsby.
A series of records with the Marvelettes established Brian's creden-
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tials.Led by the guileless, unschooled voice of Cladys Horton, this girlish
quartet came to Motown after winning a talent show at a high school in
the working-class Detroit suburb of Inkster and being awarded a Motown
audition. They would become Motown's first successful female vocal
group, scoring with "Please Mr. Postman" in 1961. That record, produced
by Brianbert (Brian and staff member Robert Bateman) and co-written
by Marvelette Ceorgeanna Dobbins, was in the cooing juvenile girl-group
style made popular by the songwriting combines in New York's Brill
Building. As with many girl-group songs, the lyric highlighted a girl's
yearning for a lost boyfriend, while drummer Marvin Caye's choppy,
popping beat made for great house-party boogying. By late 1962 the
Marvelettes were Motown's most consistent hitmakers, with "Twistin'
Postman," "Playboy," "Beechwood 4-5789" b/w "Someday, Someway,"
and "Strange I Know," all reaching the R&B top fifteen.
To ensure the loyalty of this obviously talented young songwriter,
Berry raised Brian's royalty rate to a regal one-half cent a song per record
sold and bought him a new Cadillac. As with Smokey, Berry cultivated
a close relationship with Brian, one the tunesmith later described as
"quasi-father-and-son."
Brian and Bateman seemed to be growing into a solid team when
Bateman made a move he must surely have regretted later. Emboldened
by the Marvelettes' sales, he left for New York and a shot at the big money
New York represented.
Freddie Gorman started concentrating more on the Originals than on
writing, since he was really more interested in being onstage than in the
studio. Suddenly Brian was down to one partner, Lamont Dozier, a taciturn young singer-turned-writer who had turned down an opportunity to
work for Berry just a few years earlier. While still a member of his vocal
group, the Romeos, he'd visited Hitsville's basement studio and, unimpressed, left to cut some sides for Anna after a brief stay in New York.
Once back in Detroit, he followed Bateman's advice and began collaborating with Brian and Eddie. In 1962 the production team of HollandDozier-Holland, or H-D-H, as they came to be called, was just coming
together.
One of the company's strengths during this period was its accessibility
to the black community. Just like Sykes Hernia Control Service, Your Fair
Lady Boutique and Wig Room, and Phelps's Funeral Parlor-other businesses on the same side of the street as Hitsville-anybody could walk
right on up and into the building. Berry's business was very much the
neighborhood record company, and singers, dancers, and musicians of all
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kinds wandered through its front door. A weekly talent audition had to
be scheduled to accommodate the traffic.
Four young chicks from the Brewster-Douglas housing projects called
the Primettes, friends of a young male vocal group signed to Motown
called the Primes, had been coming by almost every day after school and
had finally talked Berry into recording them-though, in 1962, they were
still more company mascots than anything else. Berry must have identified
with those who wouldn't take no for an answer: he hired a quietly persistent kid named Norman Whitfield after he, too, haunted Hitsville. On
several occasions before Whitfield joined Motown, Berry had been forced
to order him from the control room. The kid was always staring at
something.
"I played tennis and Norman would come out to the Northwestern
school tennis courts and just stand there and look," recal1s then WCHB
deejay LeBaron Taylor. "It got so all the players knew him. 'There's
Norman: we'd say. He'd stand there for hours. Watching. And he never
did participate.... He just observed everything."
Tall, slender, and reserved, young Norman was as observant around
Motown's studios as he was at the tennis courts. Squatting on the steps
leading down to Motown's basement studio, "Norman would sit there for
a year, man," recalls pianist Earl Van Dyke. "He watched everybody."
When not studying tennis or the session men, Whitfield was paid
fifteen dollars a week to listen to records and run what Berry called the
quality control department, a term he borrowed from the auto industry,
which at Motown "consisted of being totally honest about what [records]
you were listening to," as Whitfield told Black Music in 1976. "You
couldn't be influenced by who the producer was. After you'd awarded the
demos a score, they went to the monthly meeting where the creative
people would attend, and Berry would bring in some kids from outside,
too. Releases were decided by majority rule."
Whitfield wanted very badly to produce for Motown. At eighteen,
he'd already written and produced local hits for the little Thelma Records
label, including "Answer Me" by future Temptation Richard Street, then
leader of the Distants, and "I've Gotten Over You," recorded by the
Synetics. Whitfield, though, stayed cool about his ambitions.
While growing up in Harlem, where he'd developed into a top-notch
pool player, Whitfield had learned that patience and the ability to size up
a situation before acting were valuable assets. Norman's family had ended
up in Detroit after his father's car broke down in the Motor City on the
way back to New York from an aunt's funeral in California. Sometime
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around his fifteenth birthday, Whitfield became interested in music. To
sustain himself and avoid Detroit's auto factories until he could get a
break, Whitfield had shot pool, engaging in marathon contests for cash
and the challenge of competition. He knew that Motown was the game
to be playing in Detroit and for now he was glad he'd worked his way in.
Like Martha Reeves, Whitfield contributed to the company while
waiting for his break, hoping to gain the attention of the boss. Quality
control had to be doing a good job in 1962; it was Motown's first full year
of consistent national sales, the result of a series of now-classic records.
Berry wrote and produced "Do You Love Me?" for the Contours, a
state-of-the-art dance record, one that capitalized on the twist beat that
had made Chubby Checker a national star. A wild sextet that had problems staying in pitch, the Contours had only been signed by Berry as a
favor to Jackie Wilson-his cousin Hubert Johnson was a member. "Do
You" was a dancer's delight, highlighted by a clever vocal arrangement
and a funny lyric that mentioned all the era's hippest dances-the t~ist
(what else?), the mashed potato, the jerk, and the hully gully. It was
disposable pop music of the highest quality, going number one R&B and
number three pop.
Equally commercial but somewhat more substantial, were three
Smokey Robinson-penned vehicles for a chubby female vocalist named
Mary Wells in 1962: "The One Who Real1y Loves You," "You Beat Me
to the Punch" (which went to number one R&B), and "Two Lovers"
(number one R&B), bouncy mid-tempo songs marked by Smokey's increasingly clever lyrics, which made this nineteen-year-old singer Motown's first significant female star. She'd come to Motown's office just a
year before with a tune called "Bye Bye Baby," hoping Berry would take
it to Jackie Wilson. Instead, after hearing her a cappella rendition, Berry
talked her into cutting the song herself. The session for "Baby" was a real
test of Wells's voice, as Berry, unsure perhaps of what he wanted vocally,
pushed her through twenty-two straight takes, giving her voice the uncomplimentary sand papery sound heard on the final version.
Luckily for Wells, Smokey was sensitive enough to know that her
malleable voice sounded best soft and soothing. Under Smokey's guidance
she sang sweetly, coolly, straightforwardly, sticking close to the melody
line and the demonstration guide vocal Smokey prepared for each song.
As a result, Wells-in contrast to the deluge of adolescent-sounding
girl-group records flooding the market in 1962-sang "Punch" and "Two
Lovers" with the flavor of a knowing, worldly veteran of love. Together
Wells and Smokey had created Motown's first great producer-singer mar43
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riage, a pairing that set high standards for the company's music. Berry had
taken a chance on Wens, and it had worked.
To some inside Motown in 1962, the label's least likely hitmaker was
Berry's brother-in-law Marvin Caye, who many felt had already blown his
shot at stardom just the year before. After Caye had played sessions and
toured as the Miracles' drummer, Berry let him cut The Soulful Mood of
Marvin Caye, a collection of MOR (middle-of-the-road) standards (e.g.,
"Mr. Sandman") done with a bit of jazz flavor. On it, Caye and Motown
made a conscious effort, the first of several, to reach the chic "supper
club" audience by marketing an MOR album. It failed miserably. Berry
was a bottom-line man and some felt that failure-especially at a time
when so many other eager young singers were hanging around Hitsville
-would put Marvin back behind his drum kit.
Then in July 1962, Stevenson and Berry's brother Ceorge got an idea
for a dance record using Marvin. He wasn't enthusiastic about singing
har~ore R&B, but Anna Cordy was used to being pampered, and Marvin s pretty face wouldn't pay the bills. Nor would a drummer's salary.
With Marvin's songwriting aid, and the Vandellas on backing vocals,
"Stubborn Kind of Fellow" was cut late in the month. "You could hear
the man screaming on that tune, you could tell he was hungry," says Dave
Hamilton, who played guitar on "Stubborn." "If you listen to that song
you'll say, 'Hey, man, he was trying to make it because he was on his last
Iego ' "
Despite the fact that "Stubborn" cracked the R&B top ten, Marvin's
future at Motown was in no way assured. He was already getting a
reputation for being moody and difficult. It wasn't until December that
he cut anything else with hit potential. "Hitch Hike," a thumping boogie
tune that again called for a rougher style than Caye enjoyed, was produced
by Stevenson and Clarence Paul. Twenty years later, "Stubborn" 's
thumping groove wears better than "Hitch Hike" 's, yet this second hit
was clearly more important to his career, proving that Caye wasn't a
one-hit wonder. It proved, also, that the intangible "thing" some heard
in Caye's performance of "Stubborn" was no fluke. The man had sex
appeal
With these-plus the Miracles' sexy "You've Really Cot a Hold On
Me"-bolstering Motown, Berry and staff prepared in the winter of 1962
for their most ambitious undertaking to date: launching the Motor Town
Revue. The idea of putting most of the Motown roster on the road came
out of a series of convl"rsations between Berry, Esther, and another member of the International Talent Management, Inc., office, Thomas
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Prior to a television
taping, Berry Gordy
gives instructions-as
he did before any major
appearance of Motown
acts-to (left to right)
Four Tops "Obie
Benson, Lawrence
Payton, Levi Stubbs,
and "Duke" Fakir.
(DoTl Paulsen)
H

Before they were Supremes these Detroit ladies were known as the Primettes, the
sister group to the Primes (aka the Temptations). Barbara Martin (left) would drop
out to start a family, bllt Diane (not yet Diana) Ross (top), Mary Wilson (center),
and group founder Florence Ballard (right) stayed in show business. (Michael Ochs
Archives)
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Harvey Fuqua. (lvfichael Ochs Archives)

Junior \Valker in the center
of his All-S tars: (left to righ t)
organist Vic
drummer

"Beans" Bowles. Bowles, a saxophonist and arranger by trade, had been
in the Twenty Grand's house band since the early fifties, befriending
George Gordy and his sisters at the nightclub. Through them, Bowles
began playing sessions for Berry, impressing everyone with his head for
business and his ideas on how to enhance live performance. Tall, lanky,
and relaxed in action and speech, he wouldn't have seemed the logical
person to work with the peppery Esther Gordy Edwards. Yet they'd
clicked together at ITM, and the Motor Town Revue was their baby.
Touring revues had been a staple of rock and roll since musicianentrepreneur Johnny Otis had organized the first package in 1950. Subsequently, everyone from deejays, such as Alan Freed and Dick Clark, to
stars, such as James Brown and Little Richard, organized shows with as
many as ten acts on a bill, each performing one or two songs. Motown
saw several benefits to packaging its roster revue style: it was a great
promotion for the company, it gave the young Motown performers a
chance to learn from and support each other in the frightening world of
live performance, and, perhaps most profoundly, it meant immediate cash
flow into Motown's bank accounts. Revenues from the concerts were seen
as a means to offset slow payment from record distributors. In the company's early days, box office receipts often paid the weekly payroll back
in Detroit.
Bowles saw the tours as the start of a series of Motown revues, each
featuring a different musical style. There would be a jazz tour, a gospel
tour, and eventually a tour mixing acts from each style. Some acts would
be paired off later and tour together independently, so there would always
be one or more pieces of the pyramid on the road. Eventually-though
without jazz or gospel-this plan would be implemented, making Motown the first record label in history to tap directly into the income
generated by its entire artist roster and to invest, in many cases at a loss,
in building its artists' marketability via touring. It wasn't until the late
sixties that record company investment in tours, known as "tour support,"
became an industry norm.
Following a November 2, 1962, date at the Boston Arena, the Motown special would hit nineteen cities in twenty-three days. The heart of
the tour was made up of fifteen dates in the deep South, starting in North
Carolina on November 5. The zigzag itinerary took them south to
Georgia, to Alabama, back to Georgia, back to Alabama, over to Mississippi, up to North and South Carolina, down to Florida, up to Georgia,
and finally back for two shows in Florida. (Though the parents of almost
an of the Motown performers had come from the South, for many of the
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performers the tour offered them their first real exposure to the world their
parents had escaped.) After taking Thanksgiving holiday off, the tour
made a stop in Memphis on December 1, before starting an important
engagement in New York from December 7 to December 16 at the
"chitlin circuits' " crown jewel, Harlem's Apollo Theater.
Black promoter Henry Wynne of Supersonic Attractions was instrumental in setting up the tour, taking a chance on booking the entire
package at a time when only four Motown-Tamla acts (Mary Wells, the
Miracles, the Marvelettes, and Marv Johnson, now signed to Motown)
could be considered drawing cards. The Contours attracted some patrons
because of "Do You Love Me?" But at that time, Marvin Gaye, the
Supremes (the new name for those company mascots, the Primettes), the
Vandellas, and Singing Sammy Ward couldn't draw Ries. Why should a
promoter take-and, worse yet, pay for-the whole revue, when he'd
make more money with just the top Motown acts, mixing them with
groups from other labels?
Esther was a persuasive saleswoman and, as often was her technique
with promoters and business contacts in the early days, she kept Wynne
on the phone for hours, until he bought the whole tour, and at a price
considerably higher than he originally intended. Part of her pitch was that
this was a chance for him to grow with Motown; his Supersonic Attractions and Motown, two black companies, needed to be working together.
Reluctantly, Wynne gave in.
To ensure that all money made by Motown acts was controlled by
ITM, Esther Gordy Edwards and Beans Bowles set up a system whereby
all monies were sent directly back to Detroit. In a mid-sixties interview,
the Supremes once commented that they were making $10 a week on the
road. "They were lying," is Bowles's reaction. "At that time they were
given a ten-dollar check to buy stockings and toothpaste and stuff," while
the rest of their income, say $290-already less management fees-was
sent to a bank account in Detroit after each appearance. "We worked that
kind of stuff out so they couldn't spend all the money on the road," he
says. "They would see all those little do-dads and waste their money.
When we got back to the office they would draw on it or they could get
advances on money on the road by signing a check. I kept all the checkbooks and I'd write the check and they'd sign it. Plus, remember, they're
all children." Aside from the artist, Berry, Esther, or Bowles could sign
checks. Looking back, Bowles notes, "That's one thing about Motown[they] did not take any money. Not like that."
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It was a historic tour, but despite Bowles's efforts as road manager it
was not the best organized. Forty-five people, including singers, musicians, chaperones for the girl groups, stage hands, and other administrative personnel, squeezed into one bus and five cars for the trek. (Berry
stayed in Detroit to supervise the recording of new tracks and to keep an
eye on things.)
Bandleader Choker Campbell remembers how nervous most of the
performers were, "not knowing what the road was like. They had never
been out there before." So the musicians, men in their twenties and
thirties, "had to keep things anchored." The musicians' experience was
helpful, but sometimes they tried to teach the youngsters, especially the
teenage girls, a little too much. On occasion, chaperones found female
members of the entourage smoking marijuana or sipping whiskey with
these "experienced" men. Rules governing the conduct of female performers were as strict as possible. Fraternizing between the musicians and
talent was soon discouraged, a policy that would become institutionalized
at Motown. The musicians eventually took to calling the front of the bus,
where the performers and management sat, "Broadway," and the back of
the bus, where they congregated, "Harlem." The musicians weren't going
to be treated like kids. If no drinking was allowed on the bus, they'd sneak
a taste out of their hip-pocket Rask. If marijuana wasn't allowed, they'd
just blow the smoke out the window.
Some of the performers probably could have used the occasional joint,
since their nervousness often betrayed them. Bowles will never forget the
night that Georgeanna Dobbins of the Marvelettes "walked on [stage]
chewing gum, looking like, 'God dog, look at all these people; ... Like
[she] was doing a church or high school benefit." That lack of professionalism was sometimes reRected in the show's sequencing; Mary Wells, despite having good material, sometimes came off as dull when she followed
the Contours' frantic performances. Even at her most animated, Wells
basically swayed from side to side. Watching from the wings, Bowles
remembers thinking, "These acts definitely need some grooming."
The tour didn't only have problems on stage. In 1962, the wave of
boycotts, sit-ins, and freedom marches that had started with the Montgomery bus boycott in 1955 were rocking the South's social foundations.
Black and white college students from the North--called Freedom Riders
-Rocked south in buses and cars not unlike those carrying the Motown
crew. Those Michigan license plates stuck out on Southern highways. For
the youngsters from Motown it was a shock to be denied food and a place
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to eat, to be called "nigger," and watched with hate-filled eyes. The more
worldly musicians-veterans of many Southern tours-kept their pistols
handy.
It was a hectic time for Bowles. Acting as road manager, he collected
the IIloney (as much as fifteen thousand dollars a night), watched out for
the performers, critiqued the shows, battled to keep on schedule, and
traveled a day early to each city to monitor ticket sales and hotel availability. Then, on Thanksgiving Day, 1962, tragedy struck. Bowles was being
driven by Ed McFarland, Jr., a driver hired for the tour, to Miami in a
white station wagon. It was early morning, the sun just under the horizon,
and it was raining. A long truck filled with oranges suddenly loomed ahead
of them. McFarland turned the wheel. Bowles doesn't remember what
happened next.
When he regained consciousness, he was covered with blood and
jammed sideways in the car, its shell collapsed around him like a plaster
mold. He could speak, but he couldn't move.
McFarland had been killed instantly.
For forty-five minutes Bowles lay trapped in the car. It was a personal
tragedy for Bowles, and almost a financial one for Motown. In Bowles's
pocket was approximately $12,000; another few thousand were in his brief
case. First on the scene was a state patrolman. "When I got hurt, I told
him to look in my pocket and get the money," recalls Bowles. "He asked
me if I could reach the briefcase and I pulled it up .... I was told by one
reporter down there that he was the only honest cop in five hundred
miles." Motown got its money back, but the tour was in disarray.
With Bowles laid up in a Florida hospital, Esther flew down to
supervise the revue. Musicians had to be paid, hotel rooms confirmed, and
entertainers calmed. Esther was nervous, but by all accounts handled the
pressure well. The first Motor Town Revue had been a memorable experience, to say the least. Everyone was glad to be back in Detroit that
Christmas.
The week before Christmas 1962 a young staff writer at the Detroit
Free Press named Ken Barnard left the paper's building at 321 West
Lafayette and drove up to the mid-Detroit area, looking for 2648 West
Grand Boulevard. It wasn't hard to find. How many of the modest twostory houses on that tree-lined street had HITSVILLE, USA etched across the
living room window?
The result of Barnard's visit was the first major piece in the local
media about Berry's growing operation. The headline was HE SELLS HARD
'N' SOFT ROCK. The subhead read "Berry Gordy-Detroit's Record King."
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In the accompanying picture Berry is sporting a head of shiny, wavy
"processed" hair, with a part on the left side. His left eye, slightly more
closed than his right, bears testament to his boxing career; there are signs
of scar tissue on his eyebrow. The story notes that Berry, just turned
thirty-three, had enjoyed two million-sellers ("Shop Around," "Please Mr.
Postman") and several other records that had sold over a half-million each.
"I wasn't a good pianist, but I knew some chords," he said about his
musical training. About Detroit performers, he claimed, "The talent here
is terrific and was largely untapped when we came along. And the personalities of the perf.ormers here seem to be basically warmer than in many
other cities."
There were a couple of curious comments in the piece. Barnard
writes: "[Berry] mainly records blues, gospel, and jazz numbers and is
working into polka." And Berry's remarks about the future direction of
music are quite ambiguous: "Taste is turning a little bit toward softer
music. The hard 'rock' record is changing subtly. But it seems after a
period of buying 'soft' records a loud record wi11 go big. Basical1y, its a
cycle type of thing."
Berry praises his "department heads and all the other people in the
corporation" for making Motown successful. Yet, of all his staff, only
Smokey Robinson is mentioned by name. Summing up Motown's
strengths as it enters 1963, Berry says, "Our rise could have been faster
if we had hedged on some verbal contracts or cut corners, but we stuck
with integrity, and it's paying off. We've got respect in the business and
people trust us .... We try to help artists personally with their investment
programs so that they don't wind up broke. We are very much concerned
with the artist's welfare."
The tone of the story was upbeat and optimistic, and it wouldn't have
surprised the average Detroit Free Press reader that Motown would continue to grow. But if they'd had any idea of how big Motown would get,
or of what it would take to get there, they'd never have finished breakfast.
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CHAPTER NINE

Democracy in America

This may be the truest setting for "Like a Rolling Stone"-a
country imagined forty years ago, and as recognizable today
as it was then.
U.S. Highway 61 runs from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Canadian border, just above Grand Portage, Minnesota. In
Dylan's high school days in Hibbing it was a magic road; he
and his friends would cut twenty miles east for a straight shot
down U.S. 53 to Duluth, where he was born, and there
they'd pick up 61 and head for St. Paul and Minneapolis,
looking for scenes;* in 1959 and 1960, when Dylan attended
* In Minnesota the driving age was fifteen; Dylan made his first recordings at
Terline Music, an instrument and sheet music store, in St. Paul on Christmas
Eve, 1956. Included were fragments of Little Richard's "Ready Teddy," Sonny
Knight's "Confidential" (a song Dylan took up again in 1967 with the Hawks,

Greil Marcus, Like a Rolling Stone: Bob Dylan
at the crossroads, PublicAffairs, New York 2006
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the University of Minnesota, the highway took him to his
haunts. In the Cities Dylan discovered folk music, the old
country music and the old blues-and discovered that in
song and story there was no more protean line drawn in the
nation than the line drawn by Highway 61 . History had been
made on that highway in times past, and history would be
made there in times to come.

King was shot in 1968. "Highway 61, go right past my baby's
do or, goes the blues that has been passed from hand to hand
since the highway took its name. "I walked Highway 61, 'till
gave out at my knees," sang John Wesdon in 1993. The highway doesn't give out; from Hibbing, it would have seemed to
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Bessie Smith, the Queen of the Blues, died on Highway

go to the ends of the earth, carrying the oldest strains of
American music along with businessmen and escaped cons,
vacationers and joy-riders blasting the radio--carrying run-

61 in 1937, near Clarksdale, Mississippi, where Muddy
Waters grew up and where, in the 1910s and '20s, Charley
Patton, Son House, and others made the Delta blues; some
have pretended to know that Robert Johnson's 1936 "Cross
Road Blues" was set right there, where Highway 49 crosses
Highway 61. Elvis Presley grew up on Highway 61, in the

away slaves north, before the long highway had a single
name, and, not so much more than a century later, carrying
Freedom Riders south. Highway 61 embodies an America as
mythical and real as the America made up in Paris out of old
blues and jazz records by the South American expatriates in
Julio Cortazar's 1963 novel Hopscotch-a novel which, like a

Lauderdale Courts public housing in Memphis; not far away,
the road went past the Lorraine Motel, where Martin Luther

highway, you can enter wherever you choose, and go backward or forward any time you like.
Most people who bought Bob Dylan's Highway 6 f Revisited
in 1965 had probably never heard of the road the album was

[continued] as part of the Basement Tapes recordings, and was still performing
on stage twenty-five years after that), Carl Perkins's "Boppin' the Blues," Lloyd
Price's "Lawdy Miss Clawdy," the Five Satins' "In the Still of the Nite," Shirley
and Lee's "Let the Good TImes Roll," and the Penguins' "Earth Angel." Dylan
accompanied himself on piano; friends Howard Rutman and Larry Keegan
also sang. Left a paraplegic after accidents in his teens and twenties, Keegan,
in his wheelchair, joined Dylan onstage in Merrillville, Indiana, in 1981, for an
encore of Chuck Berry's "No Money Down" (Dylan played saxophone), and in
1999 sang at Jesse Ventura's inauguration as governor of Minnesota. Keegan
died in 2001 of a heart attack, at fifty-nine; he had always kept the aluminum
disc that resulted from the 1956 session, and after his death relatives listed it
on eBay, supposedly with a $150,000 Hoor, though no bid close to that was
forthcoming. "Awful," says one sympathetic listener who heard the songs.

named for; today the record is as much a part of the lore of
the highway as anything else. The album cover, as with Bringing It All Back Home a photograph by Daniel Kramer, pictured
two people ready for a journey: Dylan, sitting on a sidewalk
in a gaudy pink, blue, and purple shirt open over a Triumph
Motorcycles T-shirt and holding a pair of sunglasses in his
right hand; and a second man, standing behind Dylan, visible
only from the waist down, in jeans and a horizontally striped
orange and white T-shirt, his right thumb hooked into his
I,~
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pants pocket with a camera hanging from his clutched fin-

-and the road was a crackup, the singer shouting out the

gers, and the viewer's eye directed straight at his crotch. I

window as he sped past the carnage in "From a Buick 6." The

remember a college friend bringing the album home as a

band is trying to get out of there as fast as he is, taking the

present for his younger brother; his mother took one look at

turns too fast, as if there is such a thing as too fast when you

the thing and threw it out of the house.

can't get the blood out of your mind, when, as Dylan sang, in
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The journey described on the album took in the country.

words that were suddenly about anything-films of what

When you hear "Like a Rolling Stone" as a single, the story it

Allied forces found in Nazi extermination camps in 1945, as

tells takes place wherever you happen to hear it; on Highway

seen by American school children in the late 1940s and early

Revisited, it was a flight from New York City. One step
across the city line, with ''Tombstone Blues/' you were in
Tombstone, Arizona, without Wyatt Earp-or Levittown, or
Kansas City, any town or suburb in the nation, where people
talked about money and school, losing their virginity and the
war in Vietnam, dreamed about sex and the west, about Belle
Starr and Ma Rainey, and the president damned them all.
Cutting hard around the turn of the song as it ended, Bloomfield led the charge out of town; then the road took over, and
while anything could happen on it, there was nothing happening outside of it. The road was a reverie, movement on
this highway as peaceful, as slow-rocking as a cradle in ''It
Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry/' a timeless
blues with a timeless, commonplace verse at its center, a
woman at the end, Dylan singing the song of an unworried
man and the band blowing behind him like a breeze-

'50s, as the historian Robert Cantwell has suggested, or news

61

footage, just beginning to appear on American television, of
dead Vietnamese and U.s. Army body bags, as anyone could
have thought, or just the wreck on the highway-you "need
a steam shovel, mama, to keep away the dead."
In "Ballad of a Thin Man/' the travelers have circled back
to New York. In a back room in a bar you're better off not
knowing too much about, someone who thought he
belonged anywhere is finding out what nowhere means. The
piano rolling the tune into place is so ominous it's one step
short of a cartoon starring Snidely Whiplash; then Snidely
Whiplash is Peter Lorre in M. On the highway, there is a
strange place every ten miles, somewhere where nobody
knows you and nobody cares, and no one is cool; in New
York City, the singer is a hipster, snapping his fingers, and as
he does a whole cast of grotesques appears to point and
taunt, to see if the mark can escape from the locked room.

Don't the moon look good, mama

Then the album turns over, into "Queen Jane Approximately,"

Shinin' through the trees?

and the singer rides the wheels of the music on his back,
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swimming in his own sound, as he reaches for a woman who,
like the girl in the song that started the tale, seemingly a
long, long time ago, has nowhere to go. It was one of many
mid-to-Iate sixties songs on the soundtrack of Bernardo
Bertolucci's The Dreamers, his 2004 movie about three young

going back to New York City," he says, understanding that
the joke he tried to tell the country is on him. "I do believe
I've had enough." But there is one more song.
"Desolation Row," AI Kooper wrote in 1998, was on
Eighth Avenue in New York City, "an area infested with
whore houses, sleazy bars, and porno-supermarkets totally
beyond renovation or redemption." At the time it was the
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people making their own world out of sex, movies, and
parental allowances in a Paris apartment, as, outside their
windows, the near-revolution of May 1968 took place in the
streets. There was Jimi Hendrix, the Doors, the Grateful
Dead. "It's not fair, to put them up against something from
that album," a friend said. Then "Highway 61 Revisited," with
Dylan squeezing a police-car siren in what is probably his
most perfectly written song, sung as the ultimate tall tale.
You find out that not only can anything happen on Highway

I
I
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kind of place where you were told to walk down the middle
of the street if you were stuck there at night, because you
were better off with the drivers who didn't see you than with
the people on the sidewalks who did. But even more than
'Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues," the eleven-minute song has a
south-of-the-border feeling, and not just because the work by
the Nashville session guitarist Charlie McCoy, brought in by

World War III staged as a stock car race, in other words
Bessie Smith killed in a car crash, Gladys Presley walking a
teenage Elvis to school, or Martin Luther King lying dead on

Bob Johnston, reaches back to Marty Robbins's 1959 cowboy
ballad "EI Paso." In the U.S.A. Mexico is a place you run to.
You are walking down the middle of Eighth Avenue, trying not to look at the neon lights above the street and the
unlit doorways on either side of it. As it is on Eighth Avenue,

a balcony-it already has. As.the song plays, the band chasing a rockabilly rabbit, the singer snarling with glee, the road
goes in every direction at once, and then it is one of the tornadoes that sweeps down from Fargo to Minneapolis, picking

culture in 'Desolation Row" is the scrapheap of Western civilization, decay at best and betrayal at worst, and by now, at
the end of Highway 61, you can find culture anywhere, in a
beauty parlor, in a police station, on a bed, in a doctor's

up cars and dropping them off the map. In "Just Like Tom
Thumb's Blues," the singer turns up in Juarez, Mexico, and all

office, at a carnival, on the Titanic as it sinks. Dylan follows
his characters through the song as if he is the detective and
they are the suspects; what he learns is that almost no one
keeps what she has, and that almost everyone sells his

61-a father murdering his son, a mother sleeping with one
of hers, the Gross National Product dumped as landfill or

he wants is out. He's seen the country east and west, north
and south, most importantly backward and forward. ''I'm
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birthright for a mess of pottage. The song, Dylan once said,

bought into the fable of the artist who cannot be understood,
the visionary whom society must exile for its own protection-must exile within itself, so that his or her humiliation is
complete and final, but that's the danger. That's the one card
left to the artist, and with that card the artist can change the
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was his "America the Beautiful," and he sings the song deadpan, which is part of why it is so funnYi the scrapheap gives
off a sickening but intoxicating smell of missed chances,
folly, error, narcissism, sin. Everything seems worthless. In
the theater, you're laughing, but when the show is over, as
the Russian philosopher Vasily Rozanov once wrote, you turn
around to get your coat out of the coatroom and go home:
"No more coats and no more home." "Desolation Row" seems
merely to give the scrapheap a name-except that in Dylan's
guided tour of the place, with Cinderella making a home in
Desolation Row, Casanova punished for visiting it, Ophelia
not being allowed in, it becomes plain that the scrapheap is
also a utopia. It's a nowhere described again, in more ordinary language, as a chronicle of more ordinary events, in
"Visions of Johanna/' a song from Blonde on Blonde, from the
late spring of 1966, though under the title "Seems Like a
Freeze-Out" Dylan was already performing it on stage in the
fall of 1965, just after Highway 6 i Revisited was released.
Here Desolation Row could very easily be an apartment
on Eighth Avenue, somewhere well above the street, with the
singer looking out the window. The song makes a dank room
where a draft just blows balls of dust across the floor. In the
corners some people are haVing sex; others are shooting up
or nodding out. It's a bohemian paradise, a place of withdrawal, isolation, and gloom. It's fourth-hand Poe, third-hand
Baudelaire, passed down by the countless people who've
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game. As Dylan does on Highway 61. Revisited, from one end of
the highway to the other, stopping at every spot that looks
like it might have the best cheeseburger on the strip or for
that matter the worst, the artist will return society's vitriol
with mockery and scorn of his or her own. The difference is
that while society speaks only in shibboleths and cliches, the
artist invents a new language. When society's language has
been forgotten, people will still be trying to learn the artist's
language, to speak as strangely, with such indecipherable
power. That's the idea.
The dank room where this magic is made is its own
cliche, of course, but there's nowhere else the singer in "Desolation Row," or anyone else in the song who's allowed in and
allowed to remain, would rather be. All of them, the Good
Samaritan, Casanova, Einstein back when he used to play the
electric violin, Cinderella-welt actually that's it, along with
the singer those are the only people named who've left traces
in the place, and Casanova's gone-stick their heads out the
window, eyeballing those few they might judge worthy of
joining them, laughing down at the crowds on the street, at
all those who don't know enough to beg to be let in. They
watch the horrors taking place in the building across the
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street, where the Phantom of the Opera is about to serve a
meal of human flesh, but it's nothing they haven't seen
beforei why do you think they're here and not there? The
voice in "Desolation Row" and "Visions of Johanna" is partly

finished and one to go, Dylan and McCoy begin to hammer
at each other with their guitars, and after more than a
minute-with Dylan running a searing harmonica solo over
the guitar playing, taking the song away from its form as a
nonsensical folk ballad, as a "Froggy Went A-Courtin'" with
its mice and ants and cats and snakes now dressed up by the
MGM costume department-Dylan snaps the song into its
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lack Kerouac's voice, in his narration for Robert Frank and
Alfred Leslie's 1959 life-among-the-beatniks movie Pull My
Daisy. "Look at all those cars out there," he says. "Nothing
there but a million screaming ninety-year-old men being run
over by gasoline trucks. So throw a match on it." From Kerouac you can go back more than half a century, and hundreds
of years from there, and find yourself in the same room. In
the Belgian painter James Ensor's 1885 Scandalized Masks, a
man sits at a desk, a bottle before him, hat on his head and a
pig-snout mask on his face. A woman stands in a doorway,
holding a staff, a pointed hat on her head, black glasses over
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last verse with three harsh, percussive bangs on his acoustic
guitar, and the circle is complete. In this moment the song
opens back into the sound of JlLike a Rolling Stone," all
threat, all promise, all demand. Once again it is time to get
out of this suffocating room and onto Highway 61. Because
all across Highway 61 Revisited, "Like a Rolling Stone" has hung
in the air, like a cloud in the desert, beckoning. The song has
taken you out into the country, so that you might see it for

her eyes. Her nose is huge and bulbous, her chin sticks out
like a growth; you can't tell if she's wearing a mask or if you're

what it is, but also so that, caught up in the momentum of
"Like a Rolling Stone," the thrill of its explosion, you might

looking at her face. Yes, it's Brussels, they're just going to
Mardi Gras-but at the same time, in this sadistically prosaic
scene, you know something unspeakable is going to happen

realize that the territory you have covered is also the country
as it was. "Like a Rolling Stone" promises a new countryi now
all you have to do is find it. The engine is runningi the tank

as soon as the two leave the chamber. You know the carnival
they're going to is not in the public streets but on Desolation
Row, that place where the old heretics, the witches, the
ancestors of the bohemians of the modern world, perform
their ceremonies.

is full.

That is where "Desolation Row" almost leaves you. And
then, eight and a half minutes into the song, with nine verses

WOODSTOCK NATION

Andrew Kopkind,
WOODSTOCK NATION

I looked at my watch, I looked at
my wrist,
I punched myself in the face
wjth my fist;
I took my potatoes down to be
mtlShed-and made on ooor to that

milUon dollar bash,
-DYl.AN

The Woodstock Music and Art Fair wasn't held in Woodstock;
the music was secondarily important and the art was for the most
part unproduced; and it was as much of a fair.as the ·French
Revolution or the San Francisco earthquake. What went down on
Max Yasgur's farmin the low Catskills last weekend defiedcategones and conventional perceptions. Some monstrous and marvelous metaphor had ~me alive, revealing itself only·in terms of
its contradictions: paradise and concentration camp, sharing and
profiteering, sky and mud, love and death. The urges of the ten
years' generation roamed the woods and pastures, and who could
tell whether it was rough beast or speckled bird· slouching
towards its Day~Glo manger to be born?
The road from the Hudson River west to White Lake runs
through hills like green knishes, soft inside with good earth, and
crusty with rock and wood on top. What works of man remain
are rural expressions of anOther East Village, where the Mothers
were little old ladies with sheitls, not hip radicals with guns.
There's Esther Manor and.8iegers Motor Court and Elfenbaum's
Grocery: no crash communes or head shops. Along that route, a
long march of freaks in microbuses,. shit-cars and bikes-or on
thumb and foot...,.passed like movie extras in front of a process
screen. On the roadside, holiday-makers from the Bronx looked
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up from their pinochle games and afghan-knitting and knew that
the season of the witch had come.
"Beatniks out to make it rich": Woodstock was, first of all. an
environment created by a couple of hip entrepreneurs to consolidate the cultural revolution and (in order?) extract the money of
its troops. Michael Lang, a twenty-five-year-old former heavy
dealer from Bensonhurst dreamed it up; he then organized the
large inheritance of John Roberts, twenty-six, for a financial base,
and brought in several more operatives and financiers. Lang does
not distinguish between hip culture and hip capital; he vowed to
make a million before he was twenty-five, beat his deadline by
two years, and didn't stop. With his Village/Durango clothes, a
white Porsche and a gleaming BSA, he looks, acts and is hip; his
interest in capital accumulation is an extension of every hippie's
desire to rip off a bunch of stuff from the A&P. It's a gas.
The place-name "Woodstock" was meant only to evoke cultural-revolutionary images of Dylan, whose home base is in that
Hudson River village. Woodstock is where the Band hangs out
and the culture heroes congregate; it's where Mick Jagger (they
say) once ate an acid-infused Baby Ruth right inside the crotch
of a famous groupie. A legend like that is good for ticket sales,
but the festival was always meant to be held in Wallkill, forty
miles away.
.
By early summer, Woodstock looked to be the super rock
festival of all time, and promoters of a dozen other summertime
festivals were feverishly hyping up their own projects to catch
the overflow of publicity and enthusiasm: Rock music (al fresco
or recorded) is still one of the easiest ways to make money off the
new culture, along with boutique clothes and jewelry, posters,
drugs and trip-equipment, Esquire magazine, Zig-Zag papers and
Sara Lee cakes. But the Woodstock hype worried the burghers of
Wallkill, and the law implemented their fears by kicking the bash
out of town. Other communities, however, were either less uptight or more greedy; six hard offers for sites came to the promoters the day Wallkill gave them the boot. With less than a
month to get rea4y, Woodstock Ventures, Inc., chose the 600acre Yasgur farm (with some other parcels thrown in) at White
Lake,N.Y.
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Locals there were divided on the idea, and Yasgur was

attacked by some neighbors for renting (for a reported $50,000)
to Woodstock. But in the end, the profit motive drove the deal
home. One townsman wrote to the Monticello newspaper: "It's
none of their business how Max uses his land. If they are so
worried about Max making a few dollars from his land they
should try to take advantage of this chance to make a few dollars
themselves. They can rent camping space or even sell water or
lemonade." Against fears of hippie horrors, businessmen set promises of rich rewards: "Some of these people are short-sighted and
don't Wlderstand what these children are doing," one said. "The
results will bri!lg an economic boost to the County, without it
costing the taxpayer a cent."
The vanguard of freaks started coming a week or more before
opening day, and by Wednesday they were moving steadily
down Route 17-B, like a busy day on the Ho an Minh Trail. The
early-comers were mostly hard-core, permanent dropouts: Their
hair or their manner or their rap indicated that they had long ago
dug into their COmmWles or radical politics or Simply into oppositionallife-styles. In the cool and clear night they played music
and danced, and sat around fires toasting joints and smoking
hashish on a pinpoint. No busts, pigs or hassle; everything cool,
together, outasight.
By the end of the next day, Thursday, the ambience had
changed from splendor in the grass to explosive urban sprawl.
Light and low fences erected to channel the crowds without
actually seeming to oppress them were toppled or ignored; cars
and trucks boWlced over the meadows; tents sprung up between
stone outcroppings and cow plop. Construction went on through
the night, and -already the Johnny-on-the-Spot latrines were
smelly and out of toilet paper, the food supply was spotty, and
long lines were forming at the water tank. And on Friday morning, when the population explOSion was upon us all, a sense of
siege took hold: Difficult as it was to get in, it would be almost
imposSible to leave for days.
From the beginning, the managers of the festival were faced
with the practical problem of control. Berkeley and Chicago and
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Zap, N.D., were the fWlctional models for youth mobs rampaging at the slightest provoc ation-o r no provocation at all. The
promoters interviewed eight hWldred off-duty New York City
policemen for a security guard (Sample question: "What would
you do if a kid walked up and blew marijuana smoke in your
face?" Incorrect answer: "Bust him." Correct answer: "Inhale
deeply and smile."), chose three hundred or so, and fitted them
with mod uniforms. But at the last minute they were withdrawn
under pressure from the Police Department, and the managers
had to hire camp counselors, phys ed teachers and stray straights
from the surrounding area.
The guards had no license to use force or arrest people; they
merely were to be "present," in their red Day-Glo shirts emblazoned with the peace symbo~ and could direct traffic and help out
in emergencies if need be. The real work of keeping order, if not
law, was to be done by members of the Hog Farm commune,
who had been brought from New Mexico, along with people
from other hippie retreats, in a chartered airplane (at $16,000)
and psychedelic buses from Kennedy Airport.
Beneath the practical problem of maintaining order was the
principal contradiction of the festival: how to stimulate the
energies of the new culture and profit thereby, and at the same
time control them. In a way, the Woodstock venture was a test of
the ability of avant-garde capitalism at once to profit from and
control the insurgencies which its system spawns. "Black capitalism," the media industry, educational technology, and Third
World economic development are other models, but more
diffuse. Here it was in one field during one weekend: The microcosmic system would "fail" if Woodstock Ventures lost its shirt,
or if the control mechanisms broke down.
The promoters must have sensed the responsibility they carried. They tried every aspect of cooptation theory. SDS, Newsreel
and undergroWld newspapers were handed thousands of dollars
to participate in the festiva~ and they were given a choice spot
for a "Movement City"; the idea was that they would give hip
legitimacy to the weekend and channel their activities "within the
system." (They bought the idea.) Real cops were specifically
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barred from the camp grounds, and the word went out that there
would be no busts for ordinary tripping, although big dealers
were discouraged. There would be free food, water, camping
facilities-and, in the end, free music, when attempts at crowdchanneling failed. But the Hog Farmers were the critical element.
Hip beyond any doubt, they spread the lovel groove ethic
throughout the farm, breaking up incipient actions against "the
system" with cool, low-key hippie talk about making love not
war, the mystical integrity of earth, and the importance of doing
your own thing, preferably alone. On the other hand-actually,
on the same hand-they were the only good organizers in camp.
They ran the free food operation (oats, rice and bulgar), helped
acid-freaks through bad trips without Thorazine, and ( with
Abbie Hoffman) ran the medical system when that became
necessary.
The several dozen Movement organizers at the festival had
nothing to do. Mter Friday night's rain there was a theory that
revolt was brewing on a mass scale, but the SDS people found
themselves unable to organize around the issue of inclement
weather. People were objectively trapped; and in that partial
aspect, the Yasgur farm was a concentration camp-or a hippie
reservation-but almost everyone was stoned and happy. Then
the rain stopped, the music blared, food and water arrived, and
everyone shared what he had. Dope became plentiful and entirely legitimate; in a soft cool forest, where craftsmen had set up
their portable headshops, dealers sat on tree stumps selling their
wares: "acid, mesc, psilocybin, hash ..." No one among the halfmiIllon could not have turned on if he wanted to; joints were
passed from blanket to blanket, lumps of hashish materialized
like manna, and there was Blue Cheer, Sunshine acid and pink
mescaline to spare.
Seen from any edge or angle, the army strung out against the
hillside sloping up from the stage created scenes almost unimaginable in commonplace terms. No day's demonstration or political
action had brought these troops together; no congress or cultural
event before produced such urgent need for in-gathering and selfinspection. The ambiguities and contradictions of the imposed
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environment were worrisome; but to miss the exhilaration of Q.
generation's arrival at its own campsite was to deHnetheworld in
only one dimension.
Although the. outside press saw only masses, inside the differentiation was more impressive. Maybe half the crowd was weekend-hip, out from Long Island for a quick dip in the compelling
sea of freaks. The other half had longer been immersed. It was
composed of tribes dedicated to whatever gods now seem efIec. ti¥e and whatever myths'pmduce the energy needed to survive:
Me~rBaba, Mother Earth, street~fighting. man, Janis Joplin,
Atlantis, Jimi Hendrix, Che.
The hillside was their home. Early Saturday morning, after
.the long night of rain-from Ravi Shankar through Joan Baezthey·still had. not 'abandoned the turf. Twenty or forty thousand
people (exactitude' lost its meaning: it was that sight, not the
knowledge of the numbers that was so staggering) .sat stonily
silent on .the muddy ground, staring at a stage where no one
played: petrified playgoers in the marble stands at Epidaurus,
thousands of years after the chorus had left for· the last time.
No one in this country in this century had ever seen a "society" so free of repression. Everyone swam nude· in the lake,
baIllng was easier than getting breakfast,andthe "pigs" 'just
smiled and passed out the oats. For people who had never
.glimpsed the intense .communitarian closeness of a militant
struggle-People's Park or Paris in the month of Mayor CubaWoodstock must always be their model of how good we will all
feel after the revolution.
So it was an illusion and it wasn't. For all but the hard core,
the. ball and the balling is over; the hassles begin again at Monticello. The repression-free. weekend was provided by promoters as
a way to increase their take, and it will not be repeated unless
future profits are guaranteed (it's almost certain now that Woodstock Ventures lost its wad). The media nonsense about death
and O.D.s has already enraged the guardians of the old culture.
The system didn't change; it just accommodated the freaks for
the weekend.
_
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the vinyl and aerosol mstItutions Iffiil carry.. illC:tllEil mane
~~ctiV!'l .valuesQf, privatism, competition, comIfl~~I?i.lllis~,
profitability ~d elitism.T.he new culture has yet to produce its
oWn institutions on a m3.:ss scaledt'oontrolS none of the resources
to-a-oso:-f"or the moment:,-irmtisTbe-'con~nt-or discontent-to
£~~d the swinging sectors of .the old system with ne~ !d~~§:_lYith
r~ ~9 d9pe and ~9ve and. openn~,Then it all comes back,
from Columbia Records· or Hollywood or Bloomingdale's in
~]yert~ !l;Qd degradedJo@1~.B.E..~somethin~Lwill sur~ive} ,because there's no drug on earth to
nausea.
not a
"youth thing now but, a generational event: chronolOgical age is
only the current phase. Mass politics, it's clear, can't yet be organized around the nausea; political radicals have to see the cultural
revolution as a sea in which they can swim, like black militants in
"black culture," But the urges are roaming, and when the dope
freaks and nude swimmers and loveniks and ecological'cultists
and music groovers find out that they have to fight for love, all
fucking hell will break loose.
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BUFFAW SPRINGFIELD:
ARound

It's

Schools (taught) augment: Berkeley vs. Bob Jones ~ (Give to
the college of your chOice). Schools (thought) sustain: Hamilton
vs. Burr ~ (If your heart's not in America, get your asS out) ~
the FBI is J. Edgar ... born in Wash. D.C. 1895 ~ has he left
yet? ~ a Darwinian prototype hung upside down. Or, to goon:
Hegel; eye for an eye ~ tum thy cheek ~ love thy enemy· ~.
To still other fronts (same revolution), cruising with Ruben and
the Jets is a Newtonian dodo bird.
THE RADISH AS A WEED

+

Rock as Drama (Pop): you I ~ us
or
"'Love Me Do" + "Ask Me Why" + "Please Please Me" & «Thank
You Girl" + "[ CaU Your Name" + «You've ReaUy Got a Hold
On Me" + "[ Want to Hold Your Hani!' + "Tal There Was You"
+ "[ Wanna Be Your Man" + "I'm Happy lust to Dance With
You" & "I'm a Loser" + "I'll Be Back" + "Baby's in Black" +
"I'U Follow the Sun" + «You Like Me Too Much" + "[ Don't
Want to SpOil the Party" & "[ Never Needed Anybodtjs Help
• See BuDalo springfield Again
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